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Motivation & Introduction
This project is aimed to improve the quality of measurements of excess pressure and
improving Kazakhstan’s national system for ensuring the uniformity of measurements in the field
of pressure.
The result of the work should be the development of the technical task for the
modernization of the state standard of the pressure unit, the development and testing of the
method of obtaining a unit of pressure from the basic SI units, the development of a scheme for
transferring the unit size of the magnitude of excess pressure from the state standard to the
working measuring instruments with metrological traceability through a continuous calibrating
circuit.
Research
The pressure-measuring instrument (Model 745) was calibrated by a calibration device (P9302A).
In the process of calibration, the following data is recorded:
 The mass and temperature values of the piston gage;
 An indication of measuring instrument to be calibrated.
The following data also be recorded:
 Values of the energizing quantities (temperature, atmosphere pressure);
 The ID parameter of the pressure-measuring instrument to is calibrated.
Calibration calculating of pressure-measuring instruments shown in Figures 1-4.
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Figure 1. The property value of the calibration device

Figure 2. Calculation of the first measurement
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Figure 3. Calculation of the second measurement

Figure 4. Calculation of the third measurement
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Figure 5. Digital Pressure Gauge Calibration

Estimation of Uncertainty Value:
The base values taken into account for the estimated uncertainty of pressure-measuring
instrument calibrating are:
 the uncertainty of the reference device used;
 the uncertainty of reproducibility;
 the uncertainty of reversibility (hysteresis effect) of the measuring instruments under
calibration;
 uncertainty definition of the quantity measured;
 -the uncertainty of the model operation (estimated square deviation of quantity to be
measured);
 the uncertainty of correlation between reference device and the device to be calibrated.
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Figure 6. Certificate Values

Conclusions and Future Work
During the internship the following were accomplished:
1. Study of the composition, modes, device, traceability and schemes of transfer of unit for
national measurement standard of extreme pressure in the Pressure Laboratory of TUBITAK
UME;
2. Analysis of the calibration procedure of the national measurement standard of extreme
pressure including traceability to the measurement standards of mass and length;
3. Investigation of the influence of structural and geometric parameters of the piston on the
stability of metrological characteristics of piston gage;
4. Evaluation of environmental conditions and the uncertainty of geometric parameters of piston
gage;
5. Construction of a mathematical model of measurement and estimation of the uncertainty of
influencing factors for transfer of the unit of extreme pressure from national measurement
standard to working measurement standards.
Participation in «BIPM - TUBITAK UME project placements» allowed me to improve my
technical skills and build knowledge towards the goal of for improving the system of transfer of
pressure unit size in Kazakhstan.
The measurement chain of national standard of pressure is to be revised and the calibration
procedure of the pressure calibrator will be drafted in accordance with the requirements of
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international document Euramet Calibration Guide No.17 Version 3.0 (04/2017) to ensure
reliable measurement results.
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